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Quantitative Economic History Dec 23 2019 The essays in this book use the analytical tools and theoretical framework of economics to interpret
quantitative historical evidence, offering new ways to approach historical issues and suggesting entirely new types of evidence outside conventional
archives. Rosenbloom has gathered together seven essays from leading quantitative economic historians, illustrating the breadth of scope and
continued importance of quantitative economic history. All of the chapters explore in one way or another the economic and social transformations
associated with the emergence of an industrial and post-industrial economy, with most focusing on the transformations of the US economy in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the technological innovations that factored into this transformation and the relationship between
industrialization and rising wealth inequality.
Global Economic History Jan 04 2021 What are the problems addressed by the growing field of global economic history? What debates and
methodologies does it engage with? As Global Economic History shows, there are many answers to these questions. Riello and Roy, alongside 20
leading academics from the US, UK, Europe, Australia and Japan, explain why a global perspective matters to economic history. The impressive cast
recruited by the editors brings together top scholars in their respective areas of expertise, including John McNeill, Patrick O'Brien, and Prasannan
Parthasarathi. An ambitious scope of topics ranges from the 'Great Divergence' to the rise of global finance, to the New World and the global silver
economy. Chapters are organized both thematically (Divergence in Global History and Emergence of a World Economy), and geographically
(Regional Perspectives on Global Economic Change), ensuring the global perspective required on these challenging courses today. The result is a
textbook which provides students with a quick and confident grasp of the field and its essential issues.
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Economic History of England Dec 03 2020
Bread and Salt Jun 16 2019 Bread and Salt - a literal translation of the Russian word for hospitality - explores the social and economic implications
of eating and drinking in Russia in the thousand years before 1900. Eating and drinking are viewed here as social activities which involves the
economics of production, storage and distribution of food stuffs. These activities attract both social controls and state taxation; in this way the
everyday process of eating and drinking is linked with the history of Russia. The dominance of grain in the diet throughout the period and the
importance of salt, as implied in the title, are dealt with, as are the early Russian beer-drinking fraternities. The relatively late introduction of spirits,
in the from of vodka, and it disastrous consequences in social terms are described. Tea and the samovar, also much more a latecomer than is
generally realized, did little to diminish excessive drinking. Drinking, in any event, was by no means discourage by the state, since it was a major
source of state income. The final section of the book looks at rural diets in the nineteenth century, when some variation and new items, such as the
potato, became important. At the same time, peasants depended basically on the grain crop, as they had for thousands of years. Forced by txation to
enter the market, afflicted by severe famines towards the end of the century, many peasants ate and drank no better as a result of the modernization
of the county.
An Economic History of the United States Nov 14 2021 An Economic History of the United States presents an engaging way of studying this
fascinating field. Mark V. Siegler takes a thematic approach, and provides both the theoretical foundations and historical background needed to gain
an in-depth understanding of the history of important economic issues in the U.S. Every chapter examines a specific topic, and the chapters are
linked to each other to provide an overall view. The chronological approach is represented with a useful timeline as an appendix to show where the
specific topics fi t in the chronology. Chapter topics include: long-run causes of economic growth; economic history of income and wealth inequality;
slavery, segregation, and discrimination; immigration and immigration policies; and an economic history of recessions and depressions. The book:
integrates classic and recent scholarship emphasizes international and comparative elements that link current economic issues in the U.S. to the
longer history applies the tools of economics throughout includes helpful features, such as ‘Economic History in Action’ boxes and end-of-chapter
questions. Written in a clear and accessible style, An Economic History of the United States is the ideal textbook for students who seek a thorough
understanding of the subject.
Global Economic History: A Very Short Introduction Sep 24 2022 Together these countries pioneered new technologies that have made them
ever richer.
An Economic History of London, 1800-1914 Mar 18 2022 This is the first comprehensive survey of the economic development of the world's first
great industrial metropolis. Modern theories of urban economics are used to shed new light on the process of change in the city.
Cultures Merging Sep 19 2019 "Economists agree about many things--contrary to popular opinion--but the majority agree about culture only in the
sense that they no longer give it much thought." So begins the first chapter of Cultures Merging, in which Eric Jones--one of the world's leading
economic historians--takes an eloquent, pointed, and personal look at the question of whether culture determines economics or is instead determined
by it. Bringing immense learning and originality to the issue of cultural change over the long-term course of global economic history, Jones questions
cultural explanations of much social behavior in Europe, East Asia, the United States, Australia, and the Middle East. He also examines contemporary
globalization, arguing that while centuries of economic competition have resulted in the merging of cultures into fewer and larger units, these
changes have led to exciting new syntheses. Culture matters to economic outcomes, Jones argues, but cultures in turn never stop responding to
market forces, even if some elements of culture stubbornly persist beyond the time when they can be explained by current economic pressures. In the
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longer run, however, cultures show a fluidity that will astonish some cultural determinists. Jones concludes that culture's "ghostly transit through
history" is much less powerful than noneconomists often claim, yet it has a greater influence than economists usually admit. The product of a lifetime
of reading and thinking on culture and economics, a work of history and an analysis of the contemporary world, Cultures Merging will be essential
reading for anyone concerned about the interaction of cultures and markets around the world.
Studies in Economic History Feb 23 2020
An Economic History of Early Modern India Jun 28 2020 The death of the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb in 1707 until the annexation of Maratha
territories by the British East India Company in 1818 was a period of transition for the economy of India. This book focuses on these transitions, and
shows how a study of this period of Indian history contributes to a deeper understanding of the long-run patterns of economic change in India.
Momentous changes occurred in business and politics in India during the eighteenth century - the expansion of trade with Europe and the collapse of
the Mughal Empire, resulting in the formation of a number of independent states. This book analyses how these two forces were interrelated, and
how they went on to change livelihoods and material wellbeing in the region. Using detailed studies of markets, institutions, rural and urban
livelihoods, and the standard of living, it develops a new perspective on the history of eighteenth century India, one that places business at the
centre, rather than the transition to colonial rule. This book is the first systematic account of the economic history of early modern India, and an
essential reference for students and scholars of Economics and South Asian History.
Economic History of Russia, 1856-1914 Nov 02 2020 This detailed work from one of Britain's most respected Russian historians is a survey of the
conditions in 19th century Russia that created the need for reform. Mosse writes about the reform movements of Alexander II, Witte and Stolypin
Der Westen und der Rest der Welt : die Geschichte vom Wettstreit der Kulturen Jul 18 2019
US Economic History Since 1945 Aug 23 2022 Since 1945 the US economy has evolved from an expanding consumer society in which affluence
was more widely distributed than ever before. Mike French's volume examines the principal economic developments and social changes in the US
since 1945, including those in business, regional dynamics, protest movements, and population distribution. Social movements based on the civil
rights demands of African-Americans, ethnic minorities, and women are also examined. The elements of continuity to pre-1945 trends and the points
of departure, notably in the post-1970 period, are discussed to provide a more complete examination than previously available.
The New Economic History of the Railways (Routledge Revivals) Aug 31 2020 The book, first published in 1977, contrasts new and older
approaches to the history of transport and outlines a critical exposition of the methods used to quantify the contribution of railways to economic
growth by means of counterfactual speculation and the measurement of social savings. The author also outlines and appraises an alternative measure
of the impact of railways, namely the social rate of return on capital invested in railways. The final chapters are concerned with the effects on growth
generated by the construction and diffusion of railways through expenditure on labour, capital goods and industrial inputs and through their effects
on the integration of markets, and patterns of location.
An Economic History of Portugal, 1143–2010 Dec 15 2021 A fascinating exploration of the evolution of the Portuguese economy over the course of
eight centuries, from 1143 to 2010.
An Economic History of the Silk Industry, 1830-1930 Feb 05 2021 This book examines the growth of the world silk industry. Professor Federico
documents Western industrialization, the technical progress and the changing methods of production that enabled the silk industry to cope with
increased demand. Silk became the first Japanese success story on the world market, with Italy retaining a sizeable share until labor was diverted as
a result of its industrialization. Japanese industrialization also led its silk industry to a similar fate after the Second World War.
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Essays in Economic History Jan 16 2022
Globalisierung aus historischer Perspektive Oct 13 2021 Studienarbeit aus dem Jahr 2003 im Fachbereich Geschichte - Allgemeines, Note: sehr
gut, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin (Geschichtswissenschaften), Veranstaltung: Global History in der Forschungspraxis, Sprache: Deutsch, Abstract:
Schon hält man "Globalisierung" nur noch für einem Mythos, für eine zeitbedingte Interpretation der Wirklichkeit. Historiker dekonstruieren fleißig
mit. Globalisierung, so ist zu hören, habe schon seit Jahrhunderten stattgefunden. Es sei ein langer Prozeß der von der Moderne zu unrecht
beansprucht und nun "instrumentalisiert" und "mystifiziert" wird. Müssen wir also unsere Vorstellungen von der "Globalisierung" als einzigartigem
Charakter unserer Gegenwart fallenlassen? Haben wir ein Langzeitphänomen zu einem neuzeitlichen Mythos aufgeblasen? Was soll denn eigentlich
so neu sein an der "Globalisierung"? Ich möchte in meiner Arbeit untersuchen, welche Erkenntnisse die Historiker in die aktuelle
Globalisierungsdebatte einbringen können. Es soll untersucht werden was Historiker unter "Globalisierung" verstehen und ob die "Globalisierung"
aus historischer Perspektive zeitlich relativiert oder aber als ein neuzeitliches Phänomen bestätigt wird. Ich möchte die Einstellung der Historiker
dabei weniger aus ihren wissenschaftlichen Schriften und Erzählungen zur Geschichte entnehmen (obwohl auch dies interessant ist und im letzten
Teil meiner Arbeit kurz behandelt werden soll), sondern ich werde versuchen der geschichtswissenschaftliche Einstellung zur "Globalisierung" durch
die Beobachtung aktueller Forschungsansätze auf die Spur zu kommen. Ich möchte zeigen welche Ansätze die Historiker nutzen, um über eine
nationalstaatliche Interaktionsgeschichte hinaus auch historische Beziehungen und Interaktionen mit, bzw. zu asiatischen oder südamerikanischen
Gesellschaften adäquat erzählen zu können. Die Diskussion um die Zugriffsmöglichkeiten auf das Phänomens "Globalisierung", so mein Ansatz,
offenbaren äußerst viel über das Phänomen selbst. Daher werd
Essays in Modern Indian Economic History Oct 21 2019 Essays in Modern Indian Economic History is part of a three-volume set, comprising
representative articles of Indian History Congress Proceedings (1935-85). The essays in this volume provide an overview of the continuities and
changes in the historians' approach to the economic aspects of 'modern' Indian history. In the agenda of economic historians, the problems
uppermost have been the policies of the colonial state, the impact of metropolitan capitalism on colonial trade and industry, and in particular the
evolution of land revenue systems in various regions. At the same time, many of the continuities from the pre-colonial period to the so-called modern
period in terms of social institutions, political structures, and organization of production have engaged historians. This collection indicates how
historical research in modern economic history has pushed beyond the study of colonial economic policies per se, into the processes internal to the
economy and society under the impact of these policies--resulting in the development of a culturally and socially sensitive economic history. Reissued in a revised form to synchronize with the Platinum Jubilee Celebrations of the Indian History Congress, the essays in this volume are
accompanied by a new Preface and an Introduction that highlight the changing contours of emphasis, shifting focus/es and methodologies and
projections of research, held under the aegis of the Indian History Congress.
The Growth of Economic Thought Apr 07 2021 In a new and updated edition of this classic textbook, Henry William Spiegel brings his discussion and
analysis of economic thought into the 1990s. A new introductory chapter offering an overall view of the history of economics and a bibliographic
survey of the economic literature of the 1980s and early 1990s have been added. Maintaining the link between economics and the humanities,
Spiegel’s text will continue to introduce students to a wide range of topics in the history of economic thought. From reviews of previous editions:
“The history of economic thought to end all histories of economic thought.”—Robert D. Patton, Journal of Economic Literature “The book is in the
grand tradition of the history of doctrines. It is a history of economic thought broadly conceived—and superbly written to boot. It is not to much to
say that Spiegel’s book will become and remain a leading text in the field.”—Warren J. Samuels, Social Science The author conveys the essence of an
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idea simply and clearly, yet in a graceful style.”—William F. Kennedy, Journal of Economic Literature
The Economies of Imperial China and Western Europe Aug 11 2021 This book is a critical interpretation of a seminal and protracted debate in
comparative global economic history. Since its emergence, in now classic publications in economic history between 1997-2000, debate on the
divergent economic development that has marked the long-term economic growth of China and Western Europe has generated a vast collection of
books and articles, conferences, networks, and new journals as well as intense interest from the media and educated public. O’Brien provides an
historiographical survey and critique of Western views on the long-run economic development of the Imperial Economy of China – a field of
commentary that stretches back to the Enlightenment. The book’s structure and core argument is concentrated upon an elaboration of, and critical
engagement with, the major themes of recent academic debate on the “Great Divergence” and it will be of enormous interest to academics and
students of economic history, political economy, the economics of growth and development, state formation, statistical measurements, environmental
history, and the histories of science and globalization.
Russia's First World War Jun 09 2021 Peter Gatrell tells the story of Russian experience of World War One, focusing on the economic & social
changes that resulted from the conflict.
Institutions, Innovation, and Industrialization Jul 10 2021 This book brings together a group of leading economic historians to examine how
institutions, innovation, and industrialization have determined the development of nations. Presented in honor of Joel Mokyr—arguably the
preeminent economic historian of his generation—these wide-ranging essays address a host of core economic questions. What are the origins of
markets? How do governments shape our economic fortunes? What role has entrepreneurship played in the rise and success of capitalism? Tackling
these and other issues, the book looks at coercion and exchange in the markets of twelfth-century China, sovereign debt in the age of Philip II of
Spain, the regulation of child labor in nineteenth-century Europe, meat provisioning in pre–Civil War New York, aircraft manufacturing before World
War I, and more. The book also features an essay that surveys Mokyr's important contributions to the field of economic history, and an essay by
Mokyr himself on the origins of the Industrial Revolution. In addition to the editors, the contributors are Gergely Baics, Hoyt Bleakley, Fabio
Braggion, Joyce Burnette, Louis Cain, Mauricio Drelichman, Narly Dwarkasing, Joseph Ferrie, Noel Johnson, Eric Jones, Mark Koyama, Ralf
Meisenzahl, Peter Meyer, Joel Mokyr, Lyndon Moore, Cormac Ó Gráda, Rick Szostak, Carolyn Tuttle, Karine van der Beek, Hans-Joachim Voth, and
Simone Wegge.
A Social and Economic History of Medieval Europe Aug 19 2019
Wirtschaftsgeschichte Jul 30 2020
An Economic History of China Mar 06 2021 The first comprehensive study of China's economic development across 3,000 years of history to be
published in English.
Public Choice Analyses of American Economic History Feb 17 2022 This book is the third installment in a series of volumes looking at episodes
in American economic history from a public choice perspective. Each chapter discusses citizens, special interests, and government officials
responding to economic incentives in both markets and politics. In doing so, the book provides fresh insights into important periods of American
history, from the Rhode Island’s 1788 Referendum on the U.S. Constitution and the political influence of women’s clubs in the United States. The
volume features economic historians such as Ruth Wallis Herndon, junior public choice scholars such as Jayme Lemke and Leo Krasnozhon, and
political scientists such as Michael Faber. This volume will be useful for researchers and students interested in economics, history, political science,
economic history, public choice, and political economy.
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Ireland Before and After the Famine Apr 26 2020 This edition of Cormac O'Grada's study expands upon his central arguments about the
agricultural and demographic developments surrounding the Great Irish Famine. It provides new statistical information, new appendices and
integrated responses to the new research and writing on the subject that has appeared since the publication of the first edition in 1987.
A Theory of Economic History Apr 19 2022
Economic History and Development of Sikkim Nov 21 2019 In the study it has been seen that the economy of Sikkim has the twin characteristics
of a traditional and a modern economy. So far as the former is concerned it is mostly shaped and influenced by natural, mainly geographical, and
cultural factors.
Money, Finance and Crises in Economic History Oct 01 2020 Recently, students and scholars have expressed dissatisfaction with the current state of
economics and have called for the reintroduction of historical perspectives into economic thinking. Supporting the idea that fruitful lessons can be
drawn from the work of past economists, this volume brings together an international cross section of leading economists and historians of economic
thought to reflect on the crucial role that money, crises and finance play in the economy. The book draws on the work of economists throughout
history to consider afresh themes such as financial and real explanations of economic crises, the role of central banks, and the design of
macroeconomic policies. These themes are all central to the work of Maria Cristina Marcuzzo, and the contributions both reflect on and further her
research agenda. This book will be of interest to researchers in the history of economic thought, and those who wish to gain a deeper understanding
of the variety and diversity in approaches to economic ideas throughout history.
Fourth International Conference of Economic History May 28 2020
The Oxford Encyclopedia of Economic History May 20 2022 "While many dictionaries of economics are available for purchase, this title is unique
because of its greater depth of treatment. It offers histories and backgrounds on a significant number of economic topics, not only for the United
States but also for other countries and geographic regions. Entries cover such topics as economic concepts; markets and industries; economic
development in various countries; biographical essays on key people in economics and business; business products, including coffee, gas, and oil; and
the economic aspects of historical events and time periods, including the Great Depression."--"The Top 20 Reference Titles of the Year," American
Libraries, May 2004.
The Big Problem of Small Change Sep 12 2021 This text offers an explanation of how a problem that dogged monetary authorities for hundreds of
years was finally solved. It amounts to a history of how commodity money (money literally worth its weight in gold) became fiat money (money not
literally equal to the value claimed for it).
Studien des Entwicklungszentrums Die Weltwirtschaft: Eine Millenniumsperspektive Mar 26 2020 Angus Maddison bietet einen
umfassenden Überblick über Wachstum und Niveau der Weltbevölkerung seit dem Jahr 1000. In diesem Zeitraum wuchs die Bevölkerung um das
22fache, das Pro-Kopf-BIP um das 13fache und das Welt-BIP um nahezu das 300fache. Das ...
The New Economic History Jun 21 2022 Collection of essays which first appeared in various issues of Explorations in entrepreneurial history, 2d ser.
The new history, by G.G.S. Murphy.--The role of the economic historian in predictive testing of proffered economic laws, by R.L. Basmann.--Fact and
theory in economic history, by J.R.T. Hughes.--"And it will never be literature": the new economic history, a critique, by L.E. Davis.--Potentialities and
pitfalls in economic history, by F. Redlich.--Comment on Davis and Redlich papers, by G. Green.--Econometrics and Southern history, by A.H.
Conrad.--Comments on Conrad paper, by R.W. Fogel, S. Bruchey, and A.D. Chandler, Jr.--The new economic history, an econometric appraisal, by
G.N. von Tunzelmann.--Bibliography (p. 177-178).
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The Cambridge Economic History of the Greco-Roman World Jul 22 2022 In this, the first comprehensive one-volume survey of the economies of
classical antiquity, twenty-eight chapters summarise the current state of scholarship in their specialised fields and sketch new directions for
research. The approach taken is both thematic, with chapters on the underlying determinants of economic performance, and chronological, with
coverage of the whole of the Greek and Roman worlds extending from the Aegean Bronze Age to Late Antiquity. The contributors move beyond the
substantivist-formalist debates that dominated twentieth-century scholarship and display a new interest in economic growth in antiquity. New
methods for measuring economic development are explored, often combining textual and archaeological data that have previously been treated
separately. Fully accessible to non-specialist, the volume represents a major advance in our understanding of the economic expansion that made the
civilisation of the classical Mediterranean world possible.
Routledge Handbook of Major Events in Economic History May 08 2021 This book aims to introduce readers to the important macroeconomic events
of the past two hundred years. It explains what went on and why during the most significant economic epochs of the nineteenth, twentieth and early
twenty-first centuries and how where we are today fits in this historical timeline.
Structure and Change in Economic History Oct 25 2022 In this bold, sweeping study of the development of Western economies, Douglass C. North
sets forth a new view of societal change.
Warum Nationen scheitern Jan 24 2020 Der Klassiker - von sechs Wirtschaftsnobelpreisträgern empfohlen, eine Pflichtlektüre! Warum sind
Nationen reich oder arm? Starökonom Daron Acemoglu und Harvard-Politologe James Robinson geben eine ebenso schlüssige wie eindrucksvolle
Antwort auf diese grundlegende Frage. Anhand zahlreicher, faszinierender Fallbeispiele – von den Conquistadores über die Industrielle Revolution
bis zum heutigen China, von Sierra Leone bis Kolumbien – zeigen sie, mit welcher Macht die Eliten mittels repressiver Institutionen sämtliche Regeln
zu ihren Gunsten manipulieren - zum Schaden der vielen Einzelnen. Ein spannendes und faszinierendes Plädoyer dafür, dass Geschichte und
Geographie kein Schicksal sind. Und ein überzeugendes Beispiel, dass die richtige Analyse der Vergangenheit neue Wege zum Verständnis unserer
Gegenwart und neue Perspektiven für die Zukunft eröffnet. Ein provokatives, brillantes und einzigartiges Buch. »Dieses Buch werden unsere Ur-UrUrenkel in zweihundert Jahren noch lesen.« George Akerlof, Nobelpreisträger für Wirtschaftswissenschaften »Eine absolut überzeugende Studie.«
Gary S. Becker, Nobelpreisträger für Wirtschaftswissenschaften »Ein wirklich wichtiges Buch.« Michael Spence, Nobelpreisträger für
Wirtschaftswissenschaften »Acemoglu und Robinson begeistern und regen zum Nachdenken an.« Robert Solow, Nobelpreisträger für
Wirtschaftswissenschaften »Ein wichtiges, unverzichtbares Werk.« Peter Diamond, Nobelpreisträger für Wirtschaftswissenschaften »Ein wichtiger
Beitrag zur Debatte, warum Staaten mit gleicher Vorrausetzung sich so wesentlich in wirtschaftlichen und politischen Entwicklungen
unterscheiden.« Kenneth J. Arrow, Nobelpreisträger für Wirtschaftswissenschaften »Diese faktenreiche und ermutigende Streitschrift lehrt uns, dass
die Geschichte glücklich enden kann, wenn ihr kein Mensch mehr als Versuchsobjekt dient.« Michael Holmes, NZZ am Sonntag »Anderthalb
Jahrzehnte Arbeit eines Pools von Wissenschaftlern, auf 600 Seiten zusammengefasst durch zwei Forscher von Weltrang – und dies kommt heraus:
eine Liebeserklärung an Institutionen, die im Sinne ihrer Bürger funktionieren. [...] bestechend.« Elisabeth von Thadden, Die Zeit »Sie werden von
diesem Buch begeistert sein.« Jared Diamond, Pulitzer Preisträger und Autor der Weltbestseller »Kollaps« und »Arm und Reich« » Ein höchst
lesenswertes Buch.« Francis Fukuyama, Autor des Bestsellers »Das Ende der Geschichte« »Ein phantastisches Buch. Acemoglu und Robinson gehen
das wichtigste Problem der Sozialwissenschaften an – eine Frage, die führende Denker seit Jahrhunderten plagt – und liefern eine in ihrer
Einfachheit und Wirkmächtigkeit brillante Antwort. Eine wunderbar lesbare Mischung aus Geschichte, Politikwissenschaft und Ökonomie, die unser
Denken verändern wird. Pflichtlektüre.« Steven Levitt, Autor von »Freakonomics«
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